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First published as part of the best-selling The Oxford Illustrated History of Britain, John Blair's Very Short Introduction to the AngloSaxon Age covers the emergence of the earliest English settlements to the Norman victory in 1066. This book is a brief
introduction to the political, social, religious, and cultural history of Anglo-Saxon England. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new
ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
The Anglo-Saxon period stretches from the arrival of Germanic groups on British shores in the early 5th century to the Norman
Conquest of 1066. During these centuries, the English language was used and written down for the first time, pagan populations
were converted to Christianity, and the foundations of the kingdom of England were laid. This richly illustrated new book - which
accompanies a landmark British Library exhibition - presents Anglo-Saxon England as the home of a highly sophisticated artistic
and political culture, deeply connected with its continental neighbours. Leading specialists in early medieval history, literature and
culture engage with the unique, original evidence from which we can piece together the story of the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms,
examining outstanding and beautiful objects such as highlights from the Staffordshire hoard and the Sutton Hoo burial. At the heart
of the book is the British Library's outstanding collection of Anglo-Saxon manuscripts, the richest source of evidence about Old
English language and literature, including Beowulf and other poetry; the Lindisfarne Gospels, one of Britain's greatest artistic and
religious treasures; the St Cuthbert Gospel, the earliest intact European book; and historical manuscripts such as Bede's
Ecclesiastical History and the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. These national treasures are discussed alongside other, internationally
important literary and historical manuscripts held in major collections in Britain and Europe. This book, and the exhibition it
accompanies, chart a fascinating and dynamic period in early medieval history, and will bring to life our understanding of these
formative centuries.
Kings and Kingdoms of Early Anglo-Saxon England provides a unique survey of the six major Anglo-Saxon kingdoms - Kent, the
East Saxons, the East Angles, Northumbria, Mercia and Wessex - and their royal families, examining the most recent research in
this field. Barbara Yorke moves beyond narrative accounts of the various royal houses to explain issues such as the strategies of
rule, the reasons for success and failure and the dynamics of change in the office of king. Sixteen genealogical and regnal tables
help to elucidate the history of the royal houses.
The discovery of the Staffordshire Hoard in 2009 has captured the imagination and stimulated renewed interest in the history and
culture of the Anglo-Saxons. The discovery poses some interesting questions. Who owned the treasure and how did they acquire
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it? Was it made locally or did it originate elsewhere? Why was it buried in an obscure field in the Staffordshire countryside? To
answer these questions, Martin Wall takes us on a journey into a period that still remains mysterious, into regions and countries
long forgotten, such as Mercia and Northumbria. This is a story of the Dark Ages and the people who lived in them, but darkness is
in the eye of the beholder. This book challenges our notions of these times as barbaric and backward to reveal a civilization as
complex, sophisticated and diverse as our own."
Who are the English? Their language and culture have had an impact on the modern world out of all proportion to the size of their
homeland. But what do we really understand about their ancestry? Skilfully and accessibly blending together results from this
cutting-edge DNA technology with new research from archaeology and linguistics, Jean Manco reveals a long and adventurous
journey before a word of English was spoken. Going beyond a narrow focus on the Anglo-Saxon period, she probes into the deep
origins of the Germani and their kin, and extends the story to the language of Shakespeare, taken to the first British colony in
America.
Discussing the development of English society, from the growth of royal power to the establishment of feudalism after the Norman
Conquest, this book focuses on the emergence of the earliest English kingdoms and the Anglo-Norman monarchy in 1087. It also
describes the chief phases in the history of the Anglo-Saxon church, drawing on many diverse examples; the result is a fascinating
insight into this period of English history.
A wealth of new information about lowland Britain in the Migration Period has been generated during the last 10 years, allowing a new
examination to be made of the origins of Anglo-Saxon kingdoms. These essays throw new light on why and how Anglo-Saxon kingship
originated and discuss processes of state formation. Distributed in the US by Columbia U. Press. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR
Running from about AD 400 to the 1100s, this book shows the Anglo-Saxons as formative in the history of England and Europe. The society,
inspired by the world of the Old English poem 'Beowulf', saw England become the first European country to conduct its affairs in its own
language.
By the 4th century AD Britain was witnessing the break down of Roman identity and by the mid-6th century a number of kingdoms had been
created which paved the way for the Germanic take-over. Frustrated with other studies of the origins of the Anglo-Saxons which, Donald
Henson argues, are generally over-reliant on archaeological sources and social theories of change taken from prehistory, share a lack of
objectivity and have tended to polarise the debate regarding this period, he presents his interpretation of the origins and formation of AngloSaxon identity and ideas of nationhood. Drawing on sources and ideas from archaeology, social anthropology, sociology, history, language
and literature, his study is a thematic examination of ethnic markers rather than a history of events. In studying ethnic markers such as
kinship, origins, name, land, language, religion, material culture, myths and legends, and social and political structures, he examines what
happened to ethnic identity after the withdrawal of the Romans and attempts to reconcile the importance of continental connections and
migrations on the one hand and the desire to hold on to existing ethnic markers on the other. A number of subjects and sources are dealt with
in more detail in the appendices including a discussion of rulers outside of Britain, early Anglo-Saxon kingdoms, a chronology of Anglo-Saxon
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material culture, Germanic and British place names, sources on Arthur, a timeline 406-634, and a list of key sources of the period.
This publication explores the interactions between the inhabitants of early medieval England and their contemporaries in continental Europe.
Starting with a brief excursus on previous treatments of the topic, the discussion then focuses on Anglo-Saxon geographical perceptions and
representations of Europe and of Britain's place in it, before moving on to explore relations with Rome, dynasties and diplomacy, religious
missions and monasticism, travel, trade and warfare. This Element demonstrates that the Anglo-Saxons' relations with the continent had a
major impact on the shaping of their political, economic, religious and cultural life.
This book covers the emergence of the earliest English kingdoms to the establishment of the Anglo-Norman monarchy in 1087. Professor
Stenton examines the development of English society, describes the chief phases in the history of the Anglo-Saxon Church, and studies the
unification of Britain begun by the kings of Mercia, and completed by the kings of Wessex. The result is a fascinating insight into this period of
English history.
'Here lies our leader all cut down, the valiant man in the dust.' The elegiac words of the Battle of Maldon, an epic poem written to celebrate
the bravery of an English army defeated by Viking raiders in 991, emerge from a diverse literature – including Beowulf and Bede's
Ecclesiastical History – produced by the peoples known as the Anglo-Saxons: Germanic tribes who migrated to Britain from Lower Saxony
and Denmark in the early fifth century CE. The era once known as the 'Dark Ages' was marked by stunning cultural advances, and Henrietta
Leyser here offers a fresh analysis of exciting recent discoveries made in the archaeology and art of the Anglo-Saxon world. Arguing that the
desperate struggle (led by Alfred the Great) against the Vikings helped define a distinctively English sensibility, the author explores relations
with the indigenous British, the Anglo-Saxon conversion to Christianity, the ascendancy of Mercia and the rise of Wessex. This vivid history
evokes both the emergent kingdoms of Alfred and Offa and the golden treasures of Sutton Hoo. It will appeal to students of early medieval
history and to all those who wish to understand how England was born.
An introductory survey which provides a clear and accessible account of the centuries between the arrival of the Anglo-Saxons and the
Norman Conquest.
Library Friendly Edition of original- A fascinating account of how Britain emerged from the Dark Ages, from bloodshed on the battlefield and
kings in crisis, to monks and murder.
Law and Order in Anglo-Saxon England explores English legal culture and practice across the Anglo-Saxon period, beginning with the
essentially pre-Christian laws enshrined in writing by King Æthelberht of Kent in c. 600 and working forward to the Norman Conquest of 1066.
It attempts to escape the traditional retrospective assumptions of legal history, focused on the late twelfth-century Common Law, and to
establish a new interpretative framework for the subject, more sensitive to contemporary cultural assumptions and practical realities. The
focus of the volume is on the maintenance of order: what constituted good order; what forms of wrongdoing were threatening to it; what roles
kings, lords, communities, and individuals were expected to play in maintaining it; and how that worked in practice. Its core argument is that
the Anglo-Saxons had a coherent, stable, and enduring legal order that lacks modern analogies: it was neither state-like nor stateless, and
needs to be understood on its own terms rather than as a variant or hybrid of these models. Tom Lambert elucidates a distinctively early
medieval understanding of the tension between the interests of individuals and communities, and a vision of how that tension ought to be
managed that, strikingly, treats strongly libertarian and communitarian features as complementary. Potentially violent, honour-focused feuding
was an integral aspect of legitimate legal practice throughout the period, but so too was fearsome punishment for forms of wrongdoing judged
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socially threatening. Law and Order in Anglo-Saxon England charts the development of kings' involvement in law, in terms both of their
authority to legislate and their ability to influence local practice, presenting a picture of increasingly ambitious and effective royal legal
innovation that relied more on the cooperation of local communal assemblies than kings' sparse and patchy network of administrative
officials.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This
work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction
of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
From popular fiction such as The Hobbit and Game of Thrones to the universality of the English language, the continuing influence of the
Anglo-Saxons can be found throughout the world. But who were the Anglo-Saxons and where did they come from? A Short History of the
Anglo-Saxons traces the fascinating history of this era and its people, from the early migration of European tribal groups such as the Angles,
Saxons and Jutes who mainly travelled to Britain after the end of Roman rule in 410, to the dramatic end of the Anglo-Saxon period following
the victory of William the Conqueror at the Battle of Hastings in 1066. This short history explores the kingdoms of Wessex and Mercia, Afred
the Great's defence of his realm from the Vikings and the final Norman Conquest. Also included are the compelling discoveries of AngloSaxon relics in modern times and many other gems. A Short History of the Anglo-Saxons provides an indispensable introduction to
everything you need to know about the Anglo-Saxon period.
A radical rethinking of the Anglo-Saxon world that draws on the latest archaeological discoveries This beautifully illustrated book draws on the
latest archaeological discoveries to present a radical reappraisal of the Anglo-Saxon built environment and its inhabitants. John Blair, one of
the world's leading experts on this transformative era in England's early history, explains the origins of towns, manor houses, and castles in a
completely new way, and sheds new light on the important functions of buildings and settlements in shaping people's lives during the age of
the Venerable Bede and King Alfred. Building Anglo-Saxon England demonstrates how hundreds of recent excavations enable us to grasp for
the first time how regionally diverse the built environment of the Anglo-Saxons truly was. Blair identifies a zone of eastern England with
access to the North Sea whose economy, prosperity, and timber buildings had more in common with the Low Countries and Scandinavia than
the rest of England. The origins of villages and their field systems emerge with a new clarity, as does the royal administrative organization of
the kingdom of Mercia, which dominated central England for two centuries. Featuring a wealth of color illustrations throughout, Building AngloSaxon England explores how the natural landscape was modified to accommodate human activity, and how many settlements--secular and
religious—were laid out with geometrical precision by specialist surveyors. The book also shows how the Anglo-Saxon love of elegant and
intricate decoration is reflected in the construction of the living environment, which in some ways was more sophisticated than it would
become after the Norman Conquest.
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Starting AD 400 (around the time of their invasion of England) and running through to the 1100s (the 'Aftermath'),
historian Geoffrey Hindley shows the Anglo-Saxons as formative in the history not only of England but also of Europe.
The society inspired by the warrior world of the Old English poem Beowulf saw England become the world's first nation
state and Europe's first country to conduct affairs in its own language, and Bede and Boniface of Wessex establish the
dating convention we still use today. Including all the latest research, this is a fascinating assessment of a vital historical
period.
In the time of the great Anglo-Saxon kings like Alfred and Athelstan, thelred and Edmund Ironside, what was warfare
really like how were the armies organized, how and why did they fight, how were the warriors armed and trained, and
what was the Anglo-Saxon experience of war? As Paul Hill demonstrates in this compelling new study, documentary
records and the growing body of archaeological evidence allows these questions to be answered with more authority
than ever before. His broad, detailed and graphic account of the conduct of war in the Anglo-Saxon world in the unstable,
violent centuries before the Norman Conquest will be illuminating reading for anyone who wants to learn about this key
stage of medieval history.The role of violence and war in Anglo-Saxon society is explored, in particular the parts played
by the king and the noblemen, and the means by which, in times of danger, the men of the fyrd were summoned to fight.
The controversial subject of the Anglo-Saxon use of cavalry is also explored. Land and naval warfare are central sections
of Paul Hills book, but he also covers the politics and diplomacy of warfare the conduct of negotiations, the taking of
hostages and the use of treachery.The weapons and armor of the Anglo-Saxons are described the spears, the
scramsaxes, axes, bows, swords, helmets, shields and mail that were employed in the close-quarter fighting of the day.
Among the most valuable sections of the study are those dealing, in vivid detail, with actual experience of battle and
siege with the brutal reality of combat as it is revealed by campaigns against the Danes, in the battles of Ashdown,
Maldon and Stamford Bridge, and sieges at Reading and Rochester.
The Anglo-SaxonsA History of the Beginnings of England: 400 – 1066Simon and Schuster
If you want to discover the captivating history of the Anglo-Saxons, then keep reading... There was a time before England
was united. This was a time before William the Bastard decided to prove to his contemporaries that his bastard moniker
would be erased with a swift conquest of the biggest island northwest of Europe. A time before the Battle of Hastings and
the year 1066. A time when many petty kingdoms ruled, conquered, and were liberated, time and time again, by a
specific people group. A people group that is, in fact, a blend of many and that authors of later dates would collectively
call the Anglo-Saxons. With this book, we want to let our readers know how vibrant and lively (as well as deadly) life in
Britain was during the perhaps wrongly-titled "Dark Ages." With the end of the Roman Empire, the local Britons were left
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to their devices, and it would be several people groups from a peninsula in Central Europe that would come to dominate
the island, making sure their presence was known through a series of kingdoms, battles, clashes, victories, and defeats.
But the Anglo-Saxons have a lot more to offer us history buffs. We can learn about their day-to-day life: how they
dressed, what they ate and drank, how they waged war or had fun, how they buried their dead, and how they worshiped
their gods. We can also learn about their art, their amazing metal and clay pieces, stunning bits of tapestries, and dozens
of well-illuminated manuscripts. And if we lack any information on what they thought of the world around them, we can be
happy that they were willing to tell us that themselves, all through hundreds of written texts of both religious and secular
nature. The Anglo-Saxons were, indeed, an odd group of people to take control of Britain. But they didn't do it all at once,
and just like any other people in history, they had a period of adjustment, growth, reconstruction, and eventual rise to
prominence. In Anglo-Saxons: A Captivating Guide to the People Who Inhabited Great Britain from the Early Middle Ages
to the Norman Conquest of England, you will discover topics such as Anglo-Saxons Arrive Early Anglo-Saxons: Origins
and Pre-Settlement History The Culture of Anglo-Saxons: Religion, Customs, Social Hierarchy, Early Christianity
Everyday Life of Anglo-Saxon England: Jobs and Division of Labor, Food and Drink, Clothes, Architecture, Travel, Wars,
Gender and Age Norms, Art, Written Works Anglo-Saxon Kingdoms Anglo-Saxon Legacy And much, much more! So if
you want to learn more about the history of the Anglo-Saxons, scroll up and click the "add to cart" button!
Presents the Anglo-Saxon period of English history from the fifth century up to the late eleventh century, covering such
events as the spread of Christianity, the invasions of the Vikings, the composition of Beowulf, and the Battle of Hastings.
What happened to the reputation of the Anglo-Saxons after the famous Battle of Hastings in 1066? How were they
portrayed by historians, politicians and artists over the centuries? Not long after the Norman invasion Williams of
Malmesbury viewed it as an unmitigated disaster, while Geoffrey of Monmouth cast the Anglo-Saxons as cruel invaders
and resurrected the old Arthurian myths. Later, Elizabethan historians saved Anglo-Saxon manuscripts for posterity and
the English Civil War saw the overtly political use of a sense of Anglo-Saxonism. This was followed by an earnest attempt
by scholars to understand the Old English language. It was an era which saw the rise of the first real histories of England,
with mixed results for the Anglo-Saxons. The notions of Germanism and an Anglo-Saxon 'race' in both England and
America preceded the Victorian age where politics, art and culture began to reflect gratitude towards the Anglo-Saxons.
In conclusion the author asks how the Anglo-Saxons are viewed by the modern English people. Book jacket.
An exploration of Anglo-Saxon charters, bringing out their complexity and highlighting a range of broad implications.
A sweeping and original history of the Anglo-Saxons by national bestselling author Marc Morris. Sixteen hundred years ago Britain
left the Roman Empire and swiftly fell into ruin. Grand cities and luxurious villas were deserted and left to crumble, and civil society
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collapsed into chaos. Into this violent and unstable world came foreign invaders from across the sea, and established themselves
as its new masters. The Anglo-Saxons traces the turbulent history of these people across the next six centuries. It explains how
their earliest rulers fought relentlessly against each other for glory and supremacy, and then were almost destroyed by the
onslaught of the vikings. It explores how they abandoned their old gods for Christianity, established hundreds of churches and
created dazzlingly intricate works of art. It charts the revival of towns and trade, and the origins of a familiar landscape of shires,
boroughs and bishoprics. It is a tale of famous figures like King Offa, Alfred the Great and Edward the Confessor, but also features
a host of lesser known characters - ambitious queens, revolutionary saints, intolerant monks and grasping nobles. Through their
remarkable careers we see how a new society, a new culture and a single unified nation came into being. Drawing on a vast range
of original evidence - chronicles, letters, archaeology and artefacts - renowned historian Marc Morris illuminates a period of history
that is only dimly understood, separates the truth from the legend, and tells the extraordinary story of how the foundations of
England were laid.
Gerald Middleton is a sixty-year-old self-proclaimed failure. Worse than that, he’s "a failure with a conscience." As a young man,
he was involved in an archaeological dig that turned up an obscene idol in the coffin of a seventh-century bishop and scandalized
a generation. The discovery was in fact the most outrageous archaeological hoax of the century, and Gerald has long known who
was responsible and why. But to reveal the truth is to risk destroying the world of cozy compromises that, personally as well as
professionally, he has long made his own. One of England's first openly gay novelists, Angus Wilson was a dirty realist who
relished the sleaze and scuffle of daily life. Slashingly satirical, virtuosically plotted, and displaying Dickensian humor and nerve,
Anglo-Saxon Attitudes features a vivid cast of characters that includes scheming academics and fading actresses, big
businessmen toggling between mistresses and wives, media celebrities, hustlers, transvestites, blackmailers, toadies, and even
one holy fool. Everyone, it seems, is either in cahoots or in the dark, even as comically intrepid Gerald Middleton struggles to
maintain some dignity while digging up a history of lies.
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